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Abstract

The certificateless public key cryptosystem not only re-
duces the high cost of public key management, but also
eliminates the private key escrow problem. The cloud-
based smart grid data management system can release the
burden of big data storage in power enterprises. Provable
data possession (PDP) can ensure the integrity of data
stored in the cloud with a high probability. Recently, a
certificateless public PDP scheme with privacy preserv-
ing for cloud-based smart grid data management system
was proposed. However, we find the scheme insecure. We
give two concrete attacks to the scheme - the first attack
shows that a malicious cloud storage provider (CSP) can
forge a valid tag of any file block modified at his will, and
the second one shows that CSP can produce a valid proof
without storing any file blocks. Then, we point out the
flaws in their proof and the key reason why their scheme
is insecure.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of computer network, com-
munication technology and sensor technology, the smart
grid [1, 6, 11] is gradually entering people’s life as the
next-generation power system. Build on the inte-
grated and high-speed two-way communication work, it
is aimed to achieve reliable, safe, economic, efficient and
environmental-friendly operations. So far, many countries
have launched smart grid projects [13,16].

However, with the application of smart meters and
other smart devices, the volume of electric power data
is increasing exponentially. As a result, the traditional
electric power information management system can no

longer be able to process them in real time, prompting
the birth of the cloud-based smart grid data management
system [3]. It is flexible, scalable and reliable with a high
equipment utilization rate and can help the smart grid
achieve the storage of massive data. However, data stored
in the cloud may be lost or damaged due to soft/hardware
failures, human errors or hacker attacks. Thus, it has be-
come an essential step to verify the integrity of data stored
in the cloud.

Provable data possession (PDP) [5] can help check
the integrity of cloud data without downloading it. It
is a lightweight cloud data integrity probabilistic check-
ing model. There are two kinds of auditing methods in
PDP, i.e., public auditing [9] and private auditing [15]. In
the former, Anyone with public information can audit the
data, and therefore the cloud user can delegate the veri-
fication process to a third-party verifier (TPV) to ensure
that his data is intact in the cloud; while in the latter, the
auditor must use some private information to audit the
data. At present, public auditing is becoming a popular
trend. But in this method, the TPV should not deduce
the cloud user’s data when they check the integrity of
it, and in this case, a public verifiable scheme with pri-
vacy preserving can be used [14]. However, all the above
schemes are based on the public key infrastructure (PKI),
which has the complex public key management problem.
In order to reduce the high cost of public key manage-
ment, the identity-based PDP [12] was proposed. How-
ever, the identity-based public key cryptosystem brings a
new problem about key escrow - the trusted third party
knows all users’ private keys.

Regarding this problem, the certificateless public key
cryptosystem [10] has great superiority. It not only re-
duces the high cost of public key management, but also
solves the private key escrow problem. Many certifictate-
less PDP schemes have been proposed in the literature.
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For example, in 2017, Kang et al. [7] proposed a certifi-
cateless public PDP scheme with privacy preserving, and
applied it to the cloud-assisted wireless body area net-
work. In the same year, He et al. [2] proposed another cer-
tificateless public PDP scheme with privacy preserving.
Kim et al. [8] also proposed a certificateless public PDP
scheme. In 2018, He et al. [4] proposed a certificateless
public PDP scheme, and applied it to the cloud-assisted
wireless body area network. However, their scheme does
not support privacy preserving. In the same year, He et
al. [3] proposed another certificateless public PDP scheme
with privacy preserving, and applied it to the cloud-based
smart grid data management system.

In this paper, we point out that scheme [3] is insecure
and give two concrete attacks against it. The first attack
shows that a malicious CSP can modify a file block and
produce the corresponding tag. The second shows that a
malicious CSP can produce a proof to pass the integrity
verification without having to hold any data blocks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides the formal definition and security model
of certificateless provable data possession. Section 3 de-
scribes He et al.’s scheme. Section 4 gives two concrete
attacks against their scheme, and then it points out the
flaws in their proof and the key reason why their scheme
is insecure. At last, the conclusion is given in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Formal Definition of Certificateless
Provable Data Possession

There are four entities in the system: cloud users, who
have huge data to be stored in the cloud; a cloud stor-
age provider (CSP), which provides data storage service;
a third party verifier (TPV), which is delegated by the
cloud users to verify the cloud data integrity; and a key
generation center (KGC), which produces system param-
eters and cloud users’ partial private keys.

A certificateless provable data possession scheme con-
sists of the following five algorithms:

1) Setup: Given a security parameter 1k, KGC gen-
erates a master private key s and a common pub-
lic parameter Params. For cloud user ID, KGC
uses s and Params to generate a partial private key
PSKID and sends it to him secretly. Then, the cloud
user ID randomly selects a secret value xID, and
computes his public key UPKID. The cloud user
ID’s full private key consists of two parts: the par-
tial private key PSKID and the secret value xID.

2) Store: Given a file mF = {m1,m2, ...,mn}, the cloud
user uses his full private key to generate {mi}(i =
1, 2, ..., n)’s tag {σi}(i = 1, 2, ..., n). Then, he sends
{mi, σi}(i = 1, 2, ..., n) to CSP, which checks whether
{σi}(i = 1, 2, ..., n) are valid. If they are invalid, CSP
will ask the cloud user to re-produce them.

3) ChalGen: TPV randomly chooses a subset I ∈
{1, 2, ..., n} and generates a challenge message to
CSP.

4) ProGen: CSP produces a proof according to the
challenge message, file {mi}(i = 1, 2, ..., n), tags
{σi}(i = 1, 2, ..., n) and sends it to TPV.

5) ProVer: TPV checks whether the proof is valid. If
it is invalid, TPV will inform the cloud user that his
file is corrupted.

Note 1. Cloud users use the Store algorithm to produce
file blocks’ tags. With these tags and file blocks, CSP can
produce a proof of data possession and cloud users can
delete file blocks from their local copies. TPV uses the
ChalGen algorithm to produce random file blocks to be au-
dited. CSP uses the ProGen algorithm to produce a proof
of data possession, which demonstrates that CSP stores
users’ files intactly. TPV uses the ProVer algorithm to
check whether the proof is valid. If the proof is valid, it
demonstrates that the data is intact in the cloud server.

2.2 Security Model of Certificateless
Provable Data Possession

Our security model is exactly the same as He et al.’s.
There are two types of attackers in the certificateless pub-
lic key cryptosystem [10]. The type-I attacker AI can re-
place anyone’s public key, but does not know the master
private key. The type-II attacker AII knows the mas-
ter private key, but cannot replace anyone’s public key.
A certificateless PDP scheme must be unforgeable under
both type-I and type-II adversaries.

Definition 1. A CL-PDP scheme is unforgeable if no
probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) adversary A (AI or
AII) has a non-negligible advantage in the following game:

Setup: Given a security parameter 1k, challenger C pro-
duces the system’s parameters Params and a master
private key s. If A is a type-I adversary, C gives the
parameters Params to AI . If A is a type-II adver-
sary, C gives the parameters Params and master
private key s to AII .

Queries: A can adaptively make a polynomially
bounded number of queries as follows:

1) Create-User Query: A supplies an identity ID.
If ID’s key pair has not been created, C pro-
duces ID’s partial private key PSKID and
secret value xID, and computes ID’s public
key UPKID. Then, C returns the public key
UPKID to A.

2) Replace-Public-Key Query: A supplies an al-
ready created identity ID and a new public
key UPK ′ID. C replaces the current public key
UPKID with the new key UPK ′ID. If A is a
type-II adversary, he cannot make such query.
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3) Extract-Partial-Private-Key Query: A supplies
an already created identity ID. C returns ID’s
partial private key PSKID to A. If A is a type-
II adversary, he does not need to make such a
query.

4) Extract-Secret-Value Query: A supplies an al-
ready created identity ID. C returns ID’s se-
cret value xID to A.

5) Tag-Gen Query: A supplies an already created
identity ID and a file block mi, and C computes
the corresponding tag σi and returns it to A.

Forgery: At last, A outputs a forged tag σ∗ correspond-
ing the cloud user’s identity ID∗. A wins the game
if σ∗ is valid and the following conditions hold.

1) If A is a type-I adversary, AI cannot extract
the partial private key of ID∗. If A is a type-II
adversary, AII cannot extract the secret value
of ID∗.

2) σ∗ is not the output of the Tag-Gen query.

3 He et al.’s Scheme

He et al.’s scheme consists of the following five algorithms.

Setup Algorithm

Step 1:

1) Given a security parameter k, KGC chooses
two cyclic groups G1 and G2 of prime order
q, a random generator P of G1, a bilinear
map e : G1 ×G1 → G2.

2) KGC randomly chooses s ∈ Z∗q as the sys-
tem private key and computes the system
public key Ppub = sP .

3) KGC chooses five secure hash functions
hi : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) and H :
{0, 1}∗ → G1.

4) KGC publishes the system parameters
{G1, G2, e, P, q, Ppub, h1, h2, h3, h4, H} and
saves s secretly.

Step 2:

1) KGC randomly chooses yDO ∈ Z∗q and com-

putes Y DO = yDO · P .

2) KGC computes αDO = h1(IDDO, Y DO),
and yDO = αDO · yDO + s mod q.

3) KGC sends the partial private key yDO to
data owner (DO) secretly.

Step 3:

1) DO randomly chooses xDO ∈ Z∗q as his se-
cret value.

2) DO computes his public key XDO = xDO ·
P .

Store Algorithm

Step 1:

1) DO randomly chooses xF ∈ Z∗q and com-
putes XF = xF · P .

2) DO computes βDO =
h2(IDDO, XDO, Y DO) , αF =
h3(IDDO, XDO, Y DO, XF ), and
sF = αF · xF + βDO · xDO + yDO

mod q.

3) DO saves xF and XF as a one-time signing
key and verification key, respectively.

Step 2:

1) DO computes Vpub = H(Ppub) and Vi =
H(nameF , i) for i = 1, ..., n.

2) DO computes Φi = xF · (mi · Vpub + Vi) for
i = 1, ..., n and ΦF = xF · Vpub.

3) DO outputs Φi as mi’s tag for i = 1, ..., n.

Step 3: DO sends F =
{{mi}ni=1, {Φi}ni=1, sF , XF ,ΦF } to CSP.

Step 4: CSP checks if the equations sF · P =
αF · XF + βDO · XDO + αDO · Y DO + Ppub

and e(
∑n

i=1 Φi, P ) = e((
∑n

i=1mi) · Vpub +∑n
i=1 Vi, XF ) hold.

ChalGen Algorithm

Step 1: TPV randomly chooses a subset I ∈
{1, 2, ..., n}.

Step 2: TPV randomly chooses wi ∈ Z∗q for each
i ∈ I.

Step 3: TPV outputs ({i, wi}i∈I) as the challenge
message and sends it to CSP.

ProGen Algorithm

Step 1: CSP randomly chooses rCS ∈ Z∗q and com-
putes RCS = rCS · ΦF , ΦCS =

∑
i∈I wi · Φi,

αCS = h4(IDDO, XDO, Y DO, XF , RCS ,ΦCS)
and sCS = αCS · rCS +

∑
i∈I wi ·mi mod q.

Step 2: CSP outputs the proof
{XF ,ΦF , RCS ,ΦCS , sCS} and sends it to
TPV.

ProVer Algorithm
TPV checks if the equations sF ·P = αF ·XF +βDO ·
XDO+αDO ·Y DO+Ppub and e(αCS ·RCS+ΦCS , P ) =
e(sCS · Vpub +

∑
i∈I wi · Vi, XF ) hold.

4 Security Analysis of He et al.’s
Scheme

4.1 Two Concrete Attacks

Attack 1: Tag forging attack. According to Defini-
tion 1, in the Queries stage, a malicious CSP makes a
Create-User query to ensure that the ID is created.
Then he chooses a file block mi and makes a Tag-Gen
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query for (ID,mi). After that, challenge C computes
the corresponding tag F = {mi,Φi, sF , XF ,ΦF } and
returns it to him. Now, the malicious CSP can mod-
ifymi tom∗i and forge its corresponding tag Φ∗i as fol-
lows. Φ∗i = Φi−mi·ΦF +m∗i ·ΦF = xF ·(m∗i ·Vpub+Vi).
The malicious CSP forges a valid tag Φ∗i of m∗i with
a probability of 1.

Attack 2: Data loss hiding attack. Setup and Store
algorithms are run as normal. After the Store
algorithm, CSP gets file blocks and tags F =
{{mi}ni=1, {Φi}ni=1, sF , XF ,ΦF } . Then, TPV runs
the ChalGen algorithm to produce a challenge mes-
sage ({i, wi}i∈I). After that, the malicious CSP
computes ti = Φi − mi · ΦF = xF · Vi for
i = 1, ..., n. Then, he deletes all the file blocks
{mi}ni=1 and runs the ProGen algorithm as fol-
lows. He randomly chooses rCS ∈ Z∗q and com-
putes RCS = rCS · ΦF , ΦCS =

∑
i∈I wi · ti, αCS =

h4(IDDO, XDO, Y DO, XF , RCS ,ΦCS), and sCS =
αCS · rCS mod q. At last, the malicious CSP out-
puts the proof {XF ,ΦF , RCS ,ΦCS , sCS} and sends
it to TPV. Obviously, the equation e(αCS · RCS +
ΦCS , P ) = e(sCS · Vpub +

∑
i∈I wi · Vi, XF ) holds,

meaning that the proof can pass the validation of
the ProVer algorithm.

Note 2. In the above attack 2, the malicious CSP can
compute a valid proof without the cloud user’s file, that
is, the malicious CSP can delete all the cloud user’s data
file blocks.

4.2 Flaws in the Proof of Lemma 1

In He et al.’s scheme, the proof of Lemma 1 is based on
the security model which is defined in Subsection 2.2. In
the Create-Data-Owner query, they divided it into two
cases:

1) IDi = ID∗. C stores (ID∗, xi, yi,⊥, Xi, Y i) into LK ;

2) IDi 6= ID∗. C stores (IDi, xi,⊥, yi, Xi, Y i) into LK .

Therefore, C knows the partial private key yi in (1) and
does not know the partial private key yi in (2). Then, in
the Extract-Partial-Private-Key query, C cannot give an
answer when IDi 6= ID∗. In other words, in most cases,
C cannot answer this query. The same situation happens
to Generate-Tag query - in most cases, C cannot answer
this query, either.

In addition, in the proof part of C solving the CDH
problem, the authors require IDi = ID∗. In fact, our
attack 1 shows that a malicious CSP can forge a valid tag
when IDi 6= ID∗. In other words, C can never solve the
CDH problem.

Therefore, the simulation made by C is distinguish-
able from a true challenger, indicating that the proof is
questionable.

4.3 Key Reason for the Insecurity

The key reason why He et al.’s scheme is insecure is that
they compute a ΦF in the Store algorithm. Then, the
cloud user sends ΦF to CSP along with the tags {Φi}ni=1

and file blocks {mi}ni=1. Because Φi = xF · (mi · Vpub +
Vi) = mi · ΦF + xF · Vi, CSP can modify file block mi

to m∗i and compute Φ∗i = Φi − mi · ΦF + m∗i · ΦF =
xF · Vi + m∗i · ΦF = xF · (m∗i · Vpub + Vi), that is, he
can forge a valid tag in the above attack 1. At the same
time, CSP can compute ti = Φi −mi · ΦF = xF · Vi and
produce a valid proof in the above attack 2. Obviously,
if ΦF is unknown to CSP, he cannot do the above attack
computing.

Meanwhile, the ProGen algorithm must be run by CSP,
but if ΦF is unknown to CSP, it will not be able to run
the algorithm. Therefore, He et al.’s scheme has a logic
error.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we give two attacks to a recently proposed
certificateless public PDP scheme with privacy preserving
for cloud-based smart grid data management system. In
the first attack, a malicious CSP can forge a valid tag for
any modified file block; and in the second one, a malicious
CSP can produce a valid proof without storing any file
blocks. We also point out the flaws in their proof and the
key reason why their scheme is insecure.
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